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Abstract
The present research is motivated by the need for accessible and efficient tools for automated semantic analysis in Danish. We are interested in tools that are completely open, so they can be used by a critical public, in public administration, non-governmental organizations
and businesses. We describe data-driven models for Danish semantic relatedness, word intrusion and sentiment prediction. Open Danish
corpora were assembled and unsupervised learning implemented for explicit semantic analysis and with Gensim’s Word2vec model. We
evaluate the performance of the two models on three different annotated word datasets. We test the semantic representations’ alignment with single word sentiment using supervised learning. We find that logistic regression and large random forests perform well with
Word2vec features.

1.

Introduction

Text mining for a language of the size of Danish, may
be hindered by the lack of language resources (Derczynski
et al., 2014; Pedersen et al., 2012). The state of the art and
challenges related to tools for analysis of such languages in
a European context have been described in the publications
of META-NET1 . In the Danish META-NET white paper,
a ‘range of experts’ have rated existing language technology support for the Danish language using a scale from
6 (best) to 0 (worst). Among ten different fields semantics
scores low on all dimensions, e.g, a score of 0 on availability. This represents a serious gap as typical applications
of text mining relate one way or another to extraction of
meaning. Here we will make an effort to mitigate this gap.
In particular, we are interested in completely open tools, so
they can be widely applied in society, including a critical
public, public administration, non-governmental organizations and for data-driven innovation in business.
There exists a number of Danish corpora (KirchmeierAndersen, 2002; Norling-Christensen and Asmussen,
1998), some of which are annotated (Pedersen et al.,
2014). These corpora are to varying degrees available or
open, e.g., the recent Danish semantics resource SemDaX
provides sense tagging (Pedersen et al., 2016), available
‘through a CLARIN academic license’.2 Our approach is
based on aggregation of multiple open Danish corpora and
unsupervised semantic word models constructed with open
source tools, catering for societal use and business innovation.
Wikipedia is a key corpus and has been applied in numerous text mining applications (Medelyan et al., 2009;
Mehdi et al., 2017), e.g., for inferring semantic relatedness
of word pairs (Sajadi et al., 2015; Strube and Ponzetto,
2006; Gabrilovich and Markovitch, 2007). One particularly successful application of the Wikipedia corpus is ex1
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plicit semantic analysis (ESA) in which classical information retrieval vector space models yielded state-of-the-art
performance in a semantic relatedness task (Gabrilovich
and Markovitch, 2007). More recent progress in word embedding models trained with large corpora has been reported to reflect semantics in several dimensions (Mikolov
et al., 2013; Pennington et al., 2014; Bojanowski et al.,
2016).

2.

Open data sources in Danish

We used five Danish corpora that were publicly available and free for general use:
Danish Wikipedia.
We downloaded the
Danish Wikipedia XML article dump from
https://dumps.wikimedia.org/ and used the mwparserfromhell Python module to extract text from 351,186 raw
article wiki-pages. For splitting the text into sentences we
used the default Danish sentence tokenizer in NLTK (Bird
et al., 2009) getting a total of 3,421,052 sentences.
Leipzig corpora collection. The Leipzig corpora collection (LCC) distributes several corpora in various languages (Quasthoff et al., 2006).3 We downloaded a subset of the Danish corpora which included three of the
largest corpora. Our combined LCC corpus had a total of
3,009,997 sentences.
Project Gutenberg. We downloaded all Danish texts
from the digital text library of the Project Gutenberg.4 Totally, we found 63 ebooks. Before the Danish ‘spelling reform’ double-a (‘aa’) was used instead of the modern “å”,
and common nouns had capital first letter. Our text processing translated the double-a to a “å”, while no action
was taken to handle noun’s capital first letter as subsequent
text mining was case insensitive. With NLTK preprocessing this dataset comprised 236,824 sentences.
DanNet is a Danish wordnet (Pedersen et al., 2009).5 It
has usage example sentences for many synsets. A total of
49,040 sentences were extracted.
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Europarl is a multilingual corpus (Koehn, 2005).6
We extracted the 1,968,800 Danish sentences from the
Danish–English parallel corpus.
2.1. Evaluation metrics and data
We use three labeled datasets for evaluation:
wordsim353-da. We translated the English wordsim353 dataset, originally described as a “a diverse list of
350 noun pairs representing various degrees of similarity”
(Finkelstein et al., 2002). The dataset obtained7 had 353
noun pairs with manually assigned similarity scores. We
kept the English similarity scores and translated the noun
pairs to Danish. This process weakened the test as the semantics of the English words does not necessarily correspond to the semantics of the translations into Danish. We
indicated noun pairs with a major semantic problem with
an extra column in the dataset. As an example consider our
translation of the pair “soccer” and “football”: We translated both words to “fodbold” (the American version of
football would in Danish be referred to as “amerikansk
fodbold”). In the further analysis, we only used the 319
word pairs that were not indicated to have a major semantic problem. We leave it to future research to further assess
the quality of the translation by use of multiple translators
as in (Hassan and Mihalcea, 2009).
Word intrusion. We constructed a new odd-one-out-offour dataset containing sets of four words/phrases where
the last word is an outlier compared to the three others,
e.g., (“æble”, “pære”, “kirsebær”, “stol”) corresponding in
English to (apple, pear, cherry, chair), see Table 1. The
task is to predict the outlier word, — a task related to the
word intrusion task used in topic model evaluation (Chang
et al., 2009). The dataset consists of 100 individual tests.
AFINN. This is an open word list with sentimentlabeled words. The sentiment scores range from −5 (most
negative) to +5 (most positive. Originally established
for English (Nielsen, 2011), a derived Danish word list
is openly available. We used AFINN-da-32.txt.8 The
list holds sentiment scores for 3,552 Danish words and
phrases.

3.

Methods

We invoked two semantic models:
Word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013) word embedding
model as implemented in Gensim (Řehůřek and Sojka,
2010). We iterated over sentences, splitting each with
NLTK’s WordPunctTokenizer to get a list of tokens (words
and punctuation). After conversion of words to lowercase
we fed the lists of tokens to the Gensim Word2vec training
it with its default parameters, where the dimension of the
word embedding space is 100. For the semantic relatedness we use the default Gensim similarity computed as the
dot product between normalized word embedding vectors.
We built several Word2vec models: Separate models for
some of the individual corpora and one aggregate model,
6
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aggregating multiple corpora (Gutenberg, LCC, DanNet
and Europarl) getting a total of 5,264,661 sentences and
124 million tokens.
ESA (Gabrilovich and Markovitch, 2007). We implemented this scheme using the tfidf vectorizer in scikit-learn
(Pedregosa et al., 2011) and used the Wikipedia corpus for
this model as in the original work. We fed the raw wikitext directly into the vectorizer and used its default word
tokenizer. Though ESA has been based on other corpora
than Wikipedia (Anderka and Stein, 2009), we only evaluate the ESA model within the original setting, i.e., using
Wikipedia only.
To evaluate the semantic models for sentiment polarity
prediction we use supervised machine learning, i.e., train
classifiers based on the semantic representations for classifying the polarity (sign) of the AFINN sentiment score. We
evaluated the performance on an independent test set, randomizing a 75%/25% training/test set split 10 times. This
test is based on the assumption that semantically related
words are also related by sentiment. The assumption will
be discussed later. We used a range of machine learning
classifiers from the scikit-learn package. We generally refrained from extensive optimization of the classifiers and
used default hyper-parameters, except for the random forest classifier were we also included a large forest based
on 1,000 estimators, exploring the contested claim that
random forests “is clearly the best family of classifiers”
(Fernández-Delgado et al., 2014; Wainberg et al., 2016).
The number of estimators in the random forest classifier
is a hyper-parameter that may increase performance at the
expense of training time.
To probe the structure of the classification problem we
noted that a random forest and a logistic regression classifier reached training set accuracies of 99.4% and 84%,
respectively. As expected the random forest has sufficient
flexibility to model the data (and possibly overfit), while
the logistic regression’s linear decision surface regularizes
the fit.
Corpus processing and word embeddings methods are
implemented in Dasem.9 The Danish word list is distributed as part of this library.

4.

Results

For the wordsim353-da task, the Spearman correlation between the human annotated semantic relatedness
and the estimated relatedness shows the best performance
for explicit semantic analysis reaching ρESA = 0.52.
For the Word2vec models the Spearman correlations were
ρGutenberg=0.02 , ρWikipedia = 0.47, ρLCC = 0.42,
ρaggregate = 0.44, respectively.
On our word intrusion task, the ESA method yielded
an accuracy of 73%, while the Word2vec methods yield
accuracies on 36%, 69%, 71% and 71% for the Gutenberg, Leipzig corpora collection, Wikipedia and aggregate
corpora, respectively. Table 1 shows the first part of the
dataset and the predicted outlier words for the five different combinations of corpora and methods we examined.
Table 2 displays the result for the AFINN sentiment
prediction task across four different feature sets (from four
9
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Table 1: The first 5 rows of the data and results for the word intrusion task. In each row, the first three columns contain
three related words, while the fourth column is the outlier word. The English translation is show in parenthesis below the
Danish word.
Classifier

Gutenberg

Wikipedia

LCC

Aggregate

MostFrequent
AdaBoost
DecisionTree
GaussianProcess
KNeighbors
Logistic
PassiveAggressive
RandomForest
RandomForest1000
SGD

0.596 (0.019)
0.644 (0.015)
0.564 (0.018)
0.660 (0.020)
0.615 (0.017)
0.694 (0.015)
0.624 (0.051)
0.622 (0.017)
0.672 (0.012)
0.653 (0.021)

0.632 (0.027)
0.754 (0.016)
0.645 (0.019)
0.741 (0.022)
0.711 (0.022)
0.779 (0.016)
0.723 (0.036)
0.722 (0.024)
0.777 (0.020)
0.758 (0.018)

0.653 (0.006)
0.806 (0.009)
0.716 (0.011)
0.784 (0.014)
0.765 (0.011)
0.832 (0.011)
0.792 (0.024)
0.774 (0.009)
0.825 (0.010)
0.808 (0.024)

0.646 (0.013)
0.829 (0.010)
0.721 (0.020)
0.812 (0.011)
0.796 (0.014)
0.853 (0.009)
0.830 (0.030)
0.791 (0.008)
0.860 (0.011)
0.836 (0.020)

Table 2: Classifier accuracy for sentiment prediction over scikit-learn classifiers with Project Gutenberg, Wikipedia, LCC
and aggregate corpora Word2vec features. The MostFrequent classifier is a baseline predicting the most frequent class
whatever the input might be. SGD is scikit-learn’s stochastic gradient descent classifier which defaults to a linear support
vector machine. The values in the parentheses are the standard deviations of the accuracies of 10 training/test set splits.
different corpora) and ten different scikit-learn classifiers,
where one of the classifiers, MostFrequent, is a baseline.
In tests, the logistic regression and the large random forest
perform at par and best for the largest corpus aggregate.

5.

Discussion

On the wordsim353-da semantic relatedness task, the
small and old Gutenberg dataset performs very poorly,
while the larger corpora somewhat better. Our best performance at 0.52 is still considerable lower than 0.76 reported for the GloVe model for the English wordsim353
trained on the several hundred times larger dataset (Pennington et al., 2014), but better than the correlations reported for the semantic relatedness task with non-English
languages (Hassan and Mihalcea, 2009). While we note
that there is a certain amount of noise injected in the translation process we also assume that larger data sets would
improve the Danish relatedness results.
For the word intrusion task, we have found our best
accuracies to be in the lower 70%s. These values may be
compared to the results on the English word intrusion tasks
(on entirely different corpora) reported to be in the ranges
0.65–0.8 and 0.70–0.82 (Chang et al., 2009, Figure 5).

We found accuracies in the 80%s for the larger corpora
and best classifiers in the AFINN sentiment prediction task.
An earlier study reported 77% accuracy for predicting the
sentiment polarity in an English sentiment lexicon (Qin
et al., 2014) essentially using a K-nearest neighbor scheme
averaging the polarity of the top K = 100 closest words
in a word embedding. A study on predicting word category based on word embedding features and using logistic
regression for the supervised binary classification reached
between 67% and 75% in accuracy on a ‘positive emotion
or not’ task with the relatively small English PERMA word
list (Dhillon et al., 2015).
We examined particular misclassified AFINN words,
and found cases in which the annotation may be questioned. For instance, ‘ophidset’, labeled as positive, may
be translated to ‘excited’, but also ‘strongly irritated’ and
a cursory glance on Twitter shows that it is mostly used
in the negative sense. The Danish word ‘udsigtsløs’ is
another positive-labeled word. The scoring of the corresponding English word ‘futile’ in the English version
of AFINN has previously been noted as disagreeing with
other sentiment lexicons (Bravo-Marquez et al., 2014).
Some of the positive words for which the classifiers dis-

agree with the AFINN score involve ‘implicit’ negativity:
benådet (pardoned), tilgiver (forgives), præcisere (clarify),
formilder (appeases), appellerer (appeals) and frikendt (acquitted). Yet other cases reflect classical challenges in
single word based sentiment analysis, e.g., containing elements of schadenfreude or sarcasm like: ‘lol’ and ‘hahaha’. Conversely the semantic classifiers can be seen as
tool for understanding and cleaning the sentiment annotated word list. For some of the cases we found that words
with opposite sentiment polarity are mapped by neighboring Word2vec vectors, — this has been noted also by (Qin
et al., 2014). For instance, god (good) and dårlig (bad) are
mapped closely, and among the 10 most similar words for
‘accepteret’ (accepted) approximately half have negative
sentiment and the other half positive.
We have presented three tasks and applied two common semantic analysis methods on five corpora. Overall,
we conclude that the semantic tasks benefit from large corpora, — a not surprising observation. For sentiment prediction, we find that a large aggregated corpus performs
the best and that a supervised classifier, predicting from
a word embedding feature space, can point to words that
may be suboptimally labeled.
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